
Modern Human Face Pink
Sandstone Sculpture for Garden
and Home
Read More
SKU: 01691
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Modern Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Human Face Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Garden Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue,
Modern Stone Engraving, Modern Stone Sculpture,
Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer, Tribal Face Stone
Sculpture, Tribal Face Stone Statue

Product Description

Want something more modern? Then CRAFTODISHA brings you a luxurious sculpt
with a more cost-effective version. Made from Pink Sandstone the modern human
face sculpture is in a white look that is simply fabulous. Material: Bansi Paharpur Stone
/ Pink Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 18 x 10 x 7 inch Height:  1.5 ft A splendid decorative
stone statue :

The statue is of a modern human face.
Place on a  pedestal with a lustrous finish.
An impressive modern art from the skillful artisans of Odisha, popular for its intricate stone
engraving globally.

Make it look stunning in your ambiance:

Make it a lawn ornament that stands a few feet high among Cool-Season, Kentucky
Bluegrass,  Fescue, and Perennial Ryegrass.
Placed it among the modern potted pots as per the garden space, of vibrant colors.
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Slow-moving water sound brings immense pleasure to the soul, so exhibiting the beautiful
modern sculpture helps to define a small fountain or pond, that does hypnotize the visitor
with its beautiful view.
Exhibit it in the midst of gorgeous greenery, with a pedestal to add more attraction to your
yard, lawn, and garden.
The window sill and night table are a nice alternative to display the artwork.
Your statue will get dozens of positive reviews if you style it on a bookshelf, or entryway
table.

How to maintain the decorative stone:

Souse the statue with water, now use a sponge or cloth to wipe over the statue with water.
Sluice the decorative stone, to remove any remains from the statue by thoroughly sluicing
it.
Now give a final bathe with clean water and dry it with a towel.
Do it twice a year to keep the appearance clean and lustrous throughout the statue's life.

Modern Tribal Human Face
Stone Sculpture for Home and
Garden Decor
Read More
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This tribal human face keeps things simple and modern. Showcasing the granite
head over a two-tier base provides a moody and sophisticated aesthetic for home
and garden decor. Material: Black stone/Granite and Pink Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 
24x 12 x 12 inch Height: 2 ft A splendid decorative stone statue :

The statue is of a modern tribal human face.
Place on a two-tier pedestal.
An astonishing modern art from the skillful sculptor of Odisha, popular for its intricate
stone carvings globally.

Placing the modern art; tips & suggestion

Displaying it on a console table or sideboard can do wonders in your interior design.
Elevate the space of your study or drawing with a side table where you can exhibit the art
piece.
Place it on a marble or mirrored pedestal, in the vacant space of your
home/restaurant/hotel can be very eye-catching.
Revamp your balcony with this masterpiece, you can also add some plotted leafy plants for
freshness.
Make this a garden ornament -both thoughtful and eternal, it will bring peace and a sense
of deep calm.
Place this beside your plant with a pedestal, we bet visitors will cant take their eyes off.

Instructions for cleaning the decorative stone:

Douse the statue with water, now use a sponge or cloth to wipe over the statue after
dripping it in water.
Rinse the decorative stone, to remove any residue from the statue by thoroughly rinsing it.
Now give a final wipe off with clean water and dry it with a towel.
Do it once a year to keep the appearance clean and lustrous throughout life.
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